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IOMENT,
PLEASE
By

BILL BECKER

No. 1

College of the Pacific and 'Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California, Friday, September 15, 1939

Hans Stein
Studies
At COP

Theatre Shows
"Our Town"

turn About

Treasure Island Opening Scheduled
For Oct. 29; Veteran Cast

Three More
J. C. Profs
Fill Staff
Expanding Student Body
Necessitates Larger
Teaching Force

Pacificites CAMPBELL INVITES
STUDENTS TO SEE
Play At
QUARTERS
Exposition "Y"
Rooms In Anderson Hall Addition

fair play—°r 80 8°ea the old
Speaks Many Languages
California Composers'
that seems to have the
Fluently; Asks We
Three additional professors have
With the rigors of registrationsFestival Features
l erSl favor of everyone these
been added to the teaching staff
just completed and the rigors of
Have you been inside the new S. C. A. building? The
Call
Him
"Hank"
L „ except backfield men who
Ginn, Long, Harvey
of the Stockton Junior College
classwork hardly under way, Pa
Bay3
work
has just been completed, the furniture has been
since the announcement of nine
to practice spinners for half
Hans Stem of Vienna, Pacific's cific Little Theatre has already
chosen and put in place, zinnias have been planted on
new
professors
was
made
in
the
Pacific
played
a
prominent
part
launched
rehearsals
for
its
first
hour at a time. For them, turn oft discussed refugee student, is
the outside, and the new secretary has moved into her
WEEKLY last spring.
in the California Composer's Fes
bout means only another whirl now attending classes on the Paci production of the current season,
Mr. Roger S. Strout is ^n both
office and is beginning to feel at home.
Thornton
Wilder's
Pultizer
Prize
d crack at a line which they hope fic campus. Mr. Stein arrived in
the mathematics and physics de tival at the Golden Gate Interna
Miss Margaret Campbell, the
Stockton two weeks ago after winner, "Our Town." The play, di
partments. For the past five years tional Exposition on August 22 to
Li open up.
Student
Christian
Association's
rected
by
DeMarcus
Brown,
with
r r the WEEKLY, however, the three months spent in Paris and Arthur Farey in the leading role
he has been traveling around the 27th, inclusive. The last program
new secretary from the University
four
months
spent
in
New
York.
world on a thirty-seven foot yacht, of the festival was devoted to
[ lent adage has genuine applicaas the genial stage manager, will
"World Today" Begins
at Washington, extends an invita
which he built himself. Formerly,
f
this year- for- ,0 and behold, Although living at the home of be presented in the Pacific audi
compositions by present and for
tion to all students and teachers
he was assistant professor of
t w h 11 e front-page columnist Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wood at 1020
Monday;
Other
torium on October 5, 6, and 7, and
to come in to see the new rooms
physics in the Georgia School of mer Pacificites, as well as by lo
['en has assumed the editorial North Monroe, Hans is boarding
again as part of the Homecoming
Programs Undecided
which are open from eight to
cal townspeople.
Technology.
eins and his former censor has at the campus dining hall.
celebration Oct. 21.
five on week days.
Miss Kathleen Seagraves, who is
become the "censeed" by moving LANGUAGES
Among those participating were
John Crabbe is beginning his teaching business administration,
Money for construction of the
into page one, column one under
TREASURE
ISLAND
Harmon
Ginn,
Clayton
Long,
In true European fashion, this
fourth year as director of the comes here from Oakland schools. Galen M. Harvey, Austin E. Cognew Anderson Hall was donated
queasy heading of "One Mo- new American (he has applied for
Before appearing in Stockton,
College of the Pacific Campus She received her A. B. degree
by Mrs. W. C. Anderson of Los
gin, Marcella Thorpe, Col. B. C.
Lnt, Please."
citizenship already), specializes in the large cast of experienced play
Gatos. Mr. and Mrs. Anderson
f Whether the switch will prove ancient languages. To date, Hans ers, headed by Farey, will appear Studio. He is a graduate of Pa from the University of California Allln, Ardene Phifer, and Myrtle
have been among the most muni
kir or foul only time can tell. Ven has had about ten years of Latin in matinee and evening perfor cific, a former orator, and an ac PHYSICAL ED PROF
Stephens Clark.
ficent supporters of the College
Miss Gladys Benerd is in the
turing a purely personal opinion, and six years of Greek. For re mances at the Federal Theater on tive participant in Pacific Little
The first branch chapter of the
Theater in his undergraduate physical education department. At
of the Pacific for a great many
would say that Editor Phifer laxation, Hans speaks German,
Treasure Island, Oct. 29, and at
California Composer's and Writers
years.
years.
Avenal
High
School
she
was
Dean
L setting the worst of the deal— French, Italian, and English flu the Women's City Club Theater
Last spring the Campus Studio of Girls and a physical education Society was organized on the Pa
The downstairs lounge is fur
f . the grief and a columnist of ently. Dr. Farley will be his ma in Oakland the following day. The
became one of the major features instructor. She attended San Fran cific campus last year. Since its
nished in blue wicker with yellow
dubious worth, albeit good inten jor professor.Exposition performances will be of Pacific with its two-hour pre
organization
the
chapter
has
chos
cisco State Teachers' College, re
cushions and yellow flowered cur
tions. Here's to the red pencil
Already adding to his acquaint given in conjunction with the cele
en the name of San Joaquin Coun
tains. Offices of the secretary ad
ing may it wave and never land! ances, Hans has had dinner with bration of College of Pacific Day miere program in celebration of ceived her A. B. degree from that
school and did graduate training ty Branch, including not only
join the lounge and library. The
Dr. Farley, with Mr. and Mjs. at the Fair.
at Mills College and the University student composers of merit but
latter includes a new chester
After the Long,
Wood, Sunday tea at Mr. GolePacific Little Theatre produc
also residents of San Joaquin
of California.
field set and a table; more chairs
iesolate days nf summer, the be- man's, and has spent much time tions have repeatedly been given
County who are interested in cre
ANNOUNCED
BEFORE
and bookcases are to be added.
rinning of a new semester is like at the home of Bill Biddick, chair favorable critical notice by Bay
The following instructors com ative lyric writing and music.
There is a modern kitchen, open
i shot of adrenalin to one who has man of the refugee student drive.
Region reviewers. The members
To attend any of the society's
plete the new staff: Mr. Robert
ing off the main room, which is
,ecn campus-bound during the vaof the cast and production staff
STILL IN EUROPE
meetings,
one
must
be
invited
by
Clark from Pasadena College
to used by the students who bring
:ation period. Even though PaProfessor Stein of the University are determined to make "Our
Mrs. Jean Curry, repently returned some member of the local branch.
;ific, compared to previous sumlunches.
Town" a memorable dramatic
from doing graduate work at Co Meetings will be held in the West
Stairs, with a Spanish grill gate,
ners, has been a veritable bee-hive of Vienna, Hans's father, is now
event
for
both
Stockton
and
Bay
lumbia University; Mr. Douglas minster Hall of the First Presby
separate the upstairs from the
'or the past three-months (what in Zurich, Switzerland, with his
Region audiences.
Dashiell, former head football terian Church in Stockton on the
lower rooms. These rooms are to
with a brand new S. C. A. building wife and daughter. These remain
coach at the University of Nevada second Monday evening of each
in the process of construction, ing members of the Stein family EXPERIENCED CAST
be kept closed, and.used only on
and Miss Teresa Ferster, who has month. The church location for
Santlno Bava and "Bing" Cros have been unable to secure quota
special
occasions. The larger re
In addition to Farey, who de
been carrying on advanced study the meetings was chosen because
by hiring larger crews than ever numbers, and consequently are parts from his usual role as busi
ception room covers the entire
of
its
proximity
to
the
street
cars
in creative writing at Columbia
before, and Herb Harper helping forced to remain in Europe.
east side of the building. There
ness manager of Pacific Little
and its central location, El Dorado
University.
Tiger athletes to find employment WILL SPEAK
are green plastered walls, rose
Theatre to act instead of audit,
Mr. C. Howard Hopkins comes and Yine. For information con
locally), it is always a relief to
Hans hag shown a desire to help the cast includes such tried and
figured drapes, and Venetian
from the Mount Hermon School cerning the organization, new stu
ook around and see as many peo- Pacific students to an understand
blinds; the furniture yet to be
capable performers as Bud Meyers
Northfield, Massachusetts, and Mr. dents may see Bill Ramsay, Clay
ble as trees on the C. O. P. bail! ing of the European student and
added will complete this room.
and Lois Wheeler, playing George
Leonard O'Bryon from Knox Col- ton Long, or Professor Allan Ba
rick. And if you don't think there more especially the refugee prob
Perhaps the main point of in
Gibbs and Emily Webb, respec its affiliation with the California I lege, Galesburg, Illinois. Mr. Rich- con of the College of Pacific, or
ire that many trees on the campus, lem. He will be available for a
terest
to many students is the
whose love forms an in network which consists of KWG ard Reynolds has devoted the past Stub Harvey of the Stockton Junior
It gives me a great deal of attractive red and white kitchen.
se refer you to the business end series of articles in the Pacific tively,
tegral part of the play's action; at Stockton, KFBK at Sacramen- year to graduate study at the Unt- College.
pleasure to take this opportunity
Weekly as well as for talks before
if a Bava hand-lawnmower!
A northern entrance to the up
Richard Brlggs as Dr. Gibbs; Clar- to, KMJ at Fresno, KFWB at Los versity of California. Miss Caroof welcoming all freshmen and stairs, with French doors into the
To all the old-timers we say campus organizations.
ibel Coffman as Mrs. Gibbs; Angeles, KFOX at Long Beach, line Shrodes comes from the UniHi!" if we haven't already done
new students who are entering our downstairs lounge, gives an extra
Hans has one preliminary re
Audrey Krasnow as Mrs. Webb; KSAN at San Francisco, and | versity of Wisconsin. A graduate
To the hundreds of newcom- quest to make of the students. He
institution. To those of you who entrance to the building. Back
of
Pacific,
Mr.
Kenneth
Stocking
Bob Laning as Prof. Willard, and KERN at Bakersfield.
are returnftig for another semes stairs, accessible from the large,
rs to C. O. P. and S. J. C., it's would like to be called "Hank,
returns after having a wide teacha host of others who depict, in the
'welcome" and make yourselves at .for as he says, "I think it sounds
ter, let me also extend my most second floor kitchen and the
ing career.
stage manager's words, "The way WORLD TODAY
lome. And don't fail to become an more American."
cordial greetings.
downstairs committee room, make
we were in our growing up and Broadcasting will begin Mj/nday
ifftcial member of the Pacific
I wish to urge all of you to a delivery entrance.
in
our
marrying,
and
in
our
liv
at
1:00
p.
m.
with
"The
World
amily by joining the PSA. Withenter into thfij program of activi
No date hks been set; xor any
Today," by Dr. Knoles. In. "The
ing, and in our dying."
mt intending to sermonize, we'd
ties of the Pacific Student Asso dedication ceremonies, but it is
World Today," Dr. Ksole.. .races
ike to take the stump- Just long
BROADWAY ACCLAIM
Alaska, America's most varied ciation as much as possible. I expected that the new Anderson
the trend of events in the cur
mough to say the only way to re"Our Town" enjoyed a record rent international scene.
vacationland,
was the scene of Pa know that you will do all in your Hall will be opened formally to
This
eive the most that college offers
cific's 1939 annual tour, held July power to uphold the traditions of the student body soon.
run on Broadway to universal year he begins his ninth year of
s TO GET IN ON THINGS.
which we .are so proud here at
Dr. Tully C. Knoles, president of 22 to August 6.
0
critical acclaim, and subsequently broadcasting, as an established
Pacific.
the
College
of
the
Pacific,
spoke
Dr.
Tully
C.
Knoles
acted
as
di
was
taken
on
a
transcontinental
authority on world events.
Jloudy and Unsettled
Lots of luck, and best wishes
at Chapel last Tuesday about the rector of the tour, assisted by Pro
tour which ended at the Curran
is the universal weather report
tragic situation which faces the fessor George C. Jensen of Sacra for a successful year to all!
BOOK PARADE
Theater
in
San
Francisco.
Director
In
order
to
acquaint
freshmen
Low that Mars, in the guise of a
—Ernie Atkinson.
ment. Miss Grace M. Carter served
The Book Parade" with John I youth of today.
little ex-corporal with a Chaplin with the activities of the Student Brown obtained rights to the play
Crabbe will be heard on Monday
"In the present World Tragedy,' as hostess.
hiustachc and a Gatling gutteral, Christian Association, the Frosh I jast spring and will stage the first
Dr. Knoles said, "men are learning 39 MEMBERS
at 4.30
has ascended the driver's seat in Club will hold its first meeting amateur performance of the play
The director of the Campus that neither the fates nor God conThe party was composed of
fcurope. With Canada now entered next Monday, September 18, from ;n northern California.
thirty-nine members, including
Studio
will
begin
holding
auditrols
them,
but
that
their
sins,
7
to
9:30
p.
m.
By
presenting
the
play
in
San
|n the war to end "the war to end
Besides an explanation of S. C. Francisco, after a professional tions in about two weeks. He is personal and national, arise out of teachers, students, and those who
all wars," which was only delayed
interested in talking to anyone human greed and passion for were purely sightseers.
two decades by the Armistice of A. activities, the nomination com-1 company, led by Frank Craven,
The first three days of the tour
1018 and the Versailles treaty, the mittee for Frosh Club officers will the original stage manager, has with an orchestra of popular music power,
Everywhere
we
hear
'Will were spent in traveling to Seattle
Impact of the conflict on the conti be appointed. Bob Burns will be already produced the play there, for a variety show.
The new PSA office is located
A regular complete schedule will America enter this war?
Who and in side trips from Portland
nent will be brought ever closer to guest speaker, and his topic, "Pa- the locai Thespians are well aware
Lawton D. Harris of Oakland,
in room 215 on the second floor of
be
released
later.
|
knows?
Many
forces
that
drew
and
Seattle,
including
a
ride
up
cific Traditions." The election of that they, in current idiom, are
(lome.
whose courses in leisure time activ
the Administration building.
us
in
before
are
active
now.
Prothe
Columbia
River
Highway
to
j If, as Dr. Knoles believes, the president, vice - president, secre- "sticking their necks out." But the
This year marks the first time ities proved popular on the campus
_ i|
| paganda with the radio will be Bonneville Dam.
Conflagration will last only ninety tary, treasurer, program chairman, cagt and production staff are conthat Pacific has ever had an of last year, will give two courses
C
o
m
m
i
t
t
e
e
j
easier
to
promulgate
than
it
was
From
Skagway
the
travelers
Bays, then there is little cause for and recreation leader will be held fident that "Our Town" cannot
during the fall term, one called
before."
boarded the White Pass and Yu fice devoted exclusively to the use
Eear that the United State3 will be- October 2.
fail to enhance Pacific's reputa
Leisure
Time Activities and the
of
Student
Body
activities.
All
Rally Committee members an_
Knoles
closed
by
saying,
Dr
kon Railroad, which follows the
Jome involved. But, if the war set INTEREST EXPECTED
tion ^ the finest college theatre
PSA business will be transacted other dealing with games and game
nounced
this
week
are
Herman
"The
issue
between
the
President
old
'98
gold
rush
trail
to
Dawson.
All S. C. A. cabinet members are group in the state
tles down to play the three-year en
Sapiro, chairman; Galen M. Har- and Congress is this—'strict neu- En route they passed the Alaska- and recorded in this office. Regu materials. Both courses will be
gagement that the Umbrella Man participating in the drive for new
vey; Roy Phillips; Doug Camp-1 tra.lity' or 'cash and carry.' Which Canada boundary, where they lar office hours will be held by given on Wednesday, the first at
tnd his cabinet believe likely, it is freshman members. Miss Margaret TICKET SALE
bell;
Howard Hansbrow; Gene policy and practice will keep were met by a group of Canadian PSA President Ernie Atkinson and 4:15 and the second in the evening
the
Season ticket sales, and
foing to take a lot of doing to keep Campbell, newly-appointed execuat 7:15.
other student officers.
Rotsch;
Harry Du Praw; Bill| America out of war'"
Mounted Police.
five secretary, and Buford Bush, opening of the box office for
his country out of the fracas.
Harris, an alumnus of Pacific, is
Furnishing of the office will be
Dean;
Les
Knoles;
Roy
Haney;
GLACIERS SEEN
Frankly, however, it appears that student adviser, are expecting tickets to "Our Town" will be
in charge of the finance committee recognized as one of the outstan
and
Ham
Briggs.
The
tour
traveled
to
the
Mendenthere is not much chance of Ger great interest in S. C. A. activities announced soon,
made up of Hugh McWilliams, Bob ding recreational directors in this
hall Glacier from Juneau, which
many alone holding out that long on the part of incoming freshmen.| —
Kientz,
Pat Dunlap, and Ernie At part of the state. Ha will have
is fifteen miles long. Three hun
pgainst France, Poland and the
During the course of the term's
charge of the recreational periods
kinson.
dred
yards
from
this
glacier
flow
British Empire. The longevity of activities, the Frosh Club will have
in the national conference of camp
o
ers bloom profusely.
the scrap hinges pretty largely on social events and speakers.
A
directors to be held next spring in.
At Seattle Mrs. Knoles, Miss
the ability of Mssrs. Mussolini and week-end trip to the S. C. A. cabin
San Francisco. "Pacific is fortunate
Regulations prohibiting parking Carter and two other members of
Stalin to stay among their own near Valley Springs is already be
to obtain his services in a fast
on congested streets within the the tour left for Victoria, while
petunias. For, to paraphrase an old ing planned.
developing field," according to Dr.
campus will be announced through the others continued to Stockton,
iitty, it certainly won't be fair CLUB AIMS
G. H. Colliver, head of the depart
the Bengal Daily to take effect arriving August 6.
feather when those cut-throats get
ment of religious education.
Held every other Monday, Frosh
early next week, a member of the
o
together!
o
Club meetings are designed to cre
Student Affairs Committee said
P. S. to footballers: As far as we ate good fellowship and a better
Orton And McCall Follow Foolproof
yesterday.
know, there is no truth in the re understanding of
the Student
System; Pasadena Cries "Plot"
Members of the Student Affairs
Port that the Army is going to Christian Association.
Committee
appointed by President
scout Pacific's games—yet.
Monday's
meeting is
being
Ernie Atkinson, with the approval
By
BILL
BIDDICK
planned by Buford Bush, past
Dr. Clair C. Olson, professor of
Speaking of Football—
The Russian O. G. P. U. liquidates influential opposi- I °f the Executive Committee, are as
Plans are already being made
S. C. A. president.
English in the College of the Pa
and who—in America—isn't these
tion; football coaches lure away prize charges iJrom^J'nSs aeieg™e?Betty Fiickinger;' To meet the growing need for cific, and Richard H. Reynolds, for the 1940 College of Pacific
ays?—the Golden Tigers of '39 are
their brethren with more inclusive scholarships, the Norman Lamb; Bni Biddick; Bob women professionally trained in instructor of art in both Pacific Death Valley Expedition by the
Week along with their preparaPSA debate squad has added another wrinkle to these Monagan; Ed Fay; Art Hoiton and the field of homemaklng, the Col and Stockton Junior College, are co-directors of the trip, Dr. A. T.
-ion for the most ambitious season
time-worn customs. If the C. O. P.-S. J. C. combine John Cox.
lege of Pacific has added to its both new to the local teaching Bowden and Professor J. H. Jonte.
C. 0. P. team ever tackled. The
Changes in the itinerary are
, .
cannot defeat the forensic squad*
curriculum
the department
of staff.
quad looks large, fast, and capable
Breaking all records
m attend-1 cannot
. .
,—
Dr. Olson attended Oberlin Col now being considered that will
C°of'Sthe Pacific I °f an opposing school, they simply man young in years but mature
Home
Economics.
rf
pc^p
>f being Pacific's best. To attain ance, the College of the pacmc|
„nnnh.
in forensic wisdom. He was EdChairman of the new department lege, Ohio, where he received his make the trip different from
the heights this season, the Bengals held its fo^rSth^annuar Sum"-1 hire_ thelr_rival'B coach,
The game began In the middle ward S. Betz, pride of Hastings
is Mrs. Maxine Hixson Garrigan, A. B. degree, and the tjniversity those of the previous six years.
heed only follow the inspirational mer Session June 19 to July 21.
The expedition to Boulder Dam,
„ . ,,,
.thirties when the now J. C. prexy, College.
instructor last year in the home of Chicago where he received his
lead of their coach and his wife
Dr. G. A. Werner ^
^
A. M. and Ph. D degrees. For Mojave Desert, and Death Valley
Grton> was still a budding
No sooner had the first arrival
economics
department
of
the
Amos Alonzo Stagg, commencing all summer session activities, guidDestination of all those who
^
w(th a women'g na.
his doctoral thesis, Dr. Olson trav is held annually during spring va
dusted the cornsilk from behind,
™u,iii
his fiftieth year of coaching, has
thoue-ht thev
had vocal possibili- Junior College. Since graduating eled throughout Europe gathering cation. Colored motion 1 pictures
ing over three hundred 3tudenta .
. al dcbftte championship under his ears than the other newcomer tnougnt
rney
from
the
University
of
California
lust donated to the college of his
In addition to the regular Paci-1 Uo.1^ ^
^ ^ cug_ arrived. This man we know as ties was room 203 in the Conserva
in 1934, she has had considerable material for the British Museum of the territory covered will bs
adoption a 21-acre tract of land fic session, post-sessions were held, ] his belt'
tory the first of the past week,
shown in the assembly at a latei
and Bodleian Library.
tard
was
a
young
upstart
at
WhitEgbert
Ray
Nichols,
Jr.
A
RedPurchased out of his own pocket— including a three-week period from
There, on Monday, Tuesday and experience in graduate and teach
Dr.
Olson
taught
at
the
follow
date.
lands
product,
Professor
Nichols
man
College,
R.
Clyde
McCall
* gesture of unselfish loyalty with August 7 to 26 at Lake Tahoe; a
Wednesday were held tryouts for ing work.
o
ing schools: Iowa State College;
whose teams 1persistently defeated was expected to stop the flood of
During
the
first
semester,
classes
out parallel in the history of Ameri , 7! tn A,aska July 22-August 6; I wnosa
College of Pacific's A Capella
trip to Aiasiid, " j
", . . pacific entries,
cokes PSA debaters had been un
Eastman School of Music, New
in
advanced
clothing,
advanced
can sports.
Choir. Mr. Bodley was in charge.
and in August, courses in biologi-l
happily dishing out to Redlands.
York; Armour Institute of Tech
Mrs. Stella Stagg, wife of the
MASTER STROKE
Experience of former members home decoration, advanced foods,
cal study at Dillon Beach.
nology; North Park College, Chi
family
health,
and
family
rela
Then came the master stroke, a CLIMAX
Grand Old Man, this summer has
show that it has possibilities of
otions will be offered. Home gar cago; and the Wisconsin State
bit of strategy worthy of Robert
had the toughest battle of her life
being
one
of
the
best
in
Pacific
s
Those "in the know" thought the
E. Lee. President Orton simply
dening, institutional management, Teachers' College.
^earing 65, Mrs. Stagg underwent
history.
Professor Richard H. Reynolds
Plans for the coming year were
and child care and training will
saw to it that Dr. McCall and his predatory raids completed. But
1
hwo major operations for an inteso
fair helpmate moved south to 1939 revealed strife in the old
be added to the list of courses in of San Bernardino, California, re considered Thursday afternoon by
h'hal abscess within a period of
squad yet.
Pasadena College,
ceived his A. B. degree at the Uni the Public Affairs Group of the
three weeks, and for the last two
the spring semester.
mirnose of discussing Stockton.
For the purp
picnic in
The promising newcomer con- whose women's teams and men
hionthg has shown what doctors
Courses offered are designed to versity of California. During his S. C. A. Announcement will soon
With
practice
now
underway,
Pa
term "amazing tenacity," what we initiation and PlanrV"S
P mem_ Unued Pacific's excellent record, orators have made PSA speakers
Jr. College life at the San Ber be made of the topics which the
cific's marching band will soon meet the requirements for the
honor of new members,
1r the puree. turn turquoise with envy, was the
Ca'l great fighting spirit.
nardino Jr. College, Mr. Reynolds group will deal with during the
bachelor's
degree,
a
special
or
gen
be seen marching at the football
passed_and not a sin- latest victim of the hungry Tiger's
was
editor of the college paper. fall semester.
Latest reports from Dameron hers of the Home Economics Club Bu:
eral secondary credential, and as
games
All persons interested in becom
He received commercial art ex
hospital indicate that Mrs. Stagg, will have *
^is Lie national championship. McCall claws. Robert Clark, former Pasa
training for those persons inter
This
combined
band
of
Stockton
"'th the advent of the football sea- Wednesday at the home of Mia K oved_swiftiy> dramatically. The dena coach, has joined the long Junior College and College of the ested in the management of tea perience at The Emporium, Fore ing members of the group should
s°n. is definitely on the up-grade Wiens on Linden Street.
-riiotrfltinn huddled, ran to the parade of rival coaches to Stockton PacifiJe is limited to fifty mem- rooms, school cafeterias, interior man and Clark, and Hastings notify Miss Margaret Campbell,
An<i Pacific goes ahead with its
Later a notice will be posted on adml"
^ and hired two Junior College and the College of
other
related Clothing Co.—all leading stores of secretary of the S. C. A., or Mr.
, bers, and is under the direction I decoration, and
0
Emery Fast, advisor of the group.
coaches
One was the Pacific. If you can't beat 'em,
San Francisco.
Plans for the "Old Man's" fiftieth, the bulletin board which will be me
of "Pop" Gordon.
I work.
-ho rth
«
m
West, . buy 'em!
parting next week with South Da- o, interest to
join the recently formed club.
|pluckea
IkjU.

Open From Eight To Five

C.O.P. Radio
Programs ,
Announced

PRESIDENT

L

L

PSA Prexy
Greets
Students

Knoles Talks
On Crisis

Burns Speaks
On Pacific
Traditions

Alaska Visited
By Pacific
Tourists

New PSA Office
Opens In 215
Ad Building

COP Gives
Recreation
Courses

Kally

DEBATERS CANT WIN?
SIMPLE, HIRE YOUR
RIVAL'S COACH!

Parking On Busy
[Campus Streets
Prohibited

Home Economics
Dept. Added
3y Pacific

TWO NEW
PACIFIC
PROFS

Death Valley
Hans Made

Summer Session
Successful

jTryouts Held For
A Cappella

Public Affairs
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There are those who say a college newspaper
becomes a liability when it: leaves the campus as a
source of news or editorial comment. Paradoxically,
those selfsame individuals are most vociferous in
condemning the modern college as a "four year
retreat from reality."
While our leading editorials and features will
always be collegiate, we shall feel free to comment
occasionally on the fast moving rush which threat
ens to engulf the War Babies of World War I.
In addition, our front page columnist, last year s
editor of the WEEKLY, will combine with "The
President's Corner" to force the spiderwebs of ignor
ance and indifference from these oftentimes cloist
ered halls of higher learning.

MAN-0
MOUSE!

VIA GROSSE

DIRGE OF THE
SOPHOMORE
SLUMP

PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

The usual loud, gay voices
Are not abroad this eve,
Fraternities are empty . . .
It's darned hard to believe,
Rhizomia's lost her boomers
Archania boasts no noise,
Omega Phoo is lone and blue
Without her gang of boys.
Fraternities are empty
Has war come all so soon?
It seems so queer that we can't
hear
At least some ragtime tune.
Yes, all is dark and quiet ...
The boys have gone by storm . . .
And at the door for six weeks
more,
They'll line up at the dorm.

phone
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SLY
SLAPS
AT SOCIETY

3OOM!—'went Pacific's social
opening with two dances
rst we®k of
school.
the f'
^ lil affair Saturday nite was
dllly. Sapiro's orchestra sounded
better than it looks . . . They tell
It was a sP°rt dance, but,
Nevertheless, we
noted
Eloise
gmith "sporting" an orchid . . .
jn the "Just Looking" line we
ticed Jo-Babe McWilliams, Bob
"Pent o,
and Jack Tulloch inspecting
L0"|
brn<1 * the Frosh crop . . . Erwin Far
ley and Artelle
Baxter moaning
"and the tr.ain leaves in an hour
and a half"; good luck, Erwin,
and say hello to Mr. Roosevelt
{or us . • • President Atkinson
»nd First Lady Barry leading the
Pl0re no.
?"f back revelers . . • Sandy Tresize telling
to "U
more tall stories . . . Fun . . .
!. E d ' ^
Lots of it • • •
Back to the grind once more—
I Pl»*
v8 f°' aeems f>°°a to see ®° many old
haPPy
faces around the campus, although
the frosh seem to have taken
Lot'«
Tigertown by storm.
Summer has not split up some
7as «*
°live C;
0f our noteworthy campus couples
sat that,
jtill seen holding hands are
turntng,
Jlerl Wolf and Jerry Keithley;
Roxine Hafel and Ix>u Morrill;
"lnf at
Mary Day Martin and Glen Ha,rl<> the
ter; Jan Morrill and Howard
(Wow) Lewis: Mary ICenyon and
ron't be
Cordner Nelson; Charm Cash and
1 *lump
Sherwood Norton; Virginia Nelson
rp*hman
and Bob McCarthy—Just to men
*s and
tion a few.
lea are
We think the open houses were
il .. .
a grand success—although a little
late in starting. What's this we
a red
hear about Archania's front door
being locked to one of the sorority
Ittln' it
house mothers? Mu Zete seems
oh Coe ,
to have stolen the show, although
ether at h
Kpsilon's gorgeous new furniture
Friday, *
attracted many — especially the
love-seats. How's that for en
». U .
couragement, boys?
no Ed.
Mary Ranney and Charles Pat>eems
mon really did up Los Angeles
* » o f Co
the m
ie,son,

iV">
>"«•

f

Ids, Just
formal
'ould be
ndlng out
n abolltlo
nembers
idlng bud
. . . far
llaon teat
. Fran
d at Mill)
ending
tin' small
la Klrkptl
C.—mlnui
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Tau Kappa In Five Pacificites Have
Gay Ninety
Summer Vacations
Garden Social In The Islands
Tau Kappa Kappa will hold its
annual ice-cream social in the
garden tomorrow from 2:00 to
5:00 p. m. honoring patronesses,
auxiliary members, alumnae, and
house girls.
An old fashioned theme will he
carried out in decorations and a
program of "gay ninety" songs
and musical numbers.
Reservations are being made
through Mrs. Bradford Champlaln,
president of alumnae and Mrs.
George Smith, president of the
auxiliary.
Receiving guests will be Lois
Mae Ventre, house president, Lu
cille Wilson, vice president, and
Miss Ellen Deering, house-mother.
Committees for the social in
clude Betty Ann Smith, general
chairman: Melba Loyd, Gloria
Hopps, and Jeanne Woodruff, re
freshments; Alice Hall, Mildred
Field, and Alice Keehner, pro
gram ; Barbara Lennox, Rosemary
Strader, and Jean Strong, cleanup.
and San Francisco from all re
ports.
We wonder if Bob Adamina is
trying for a movie contract, or
if he thought he knew the camera
man???
Mr. and Mrs. Fenix still look
like honeymooners.
Speaking of honeymoons, we're
all quite amazed to hear of the
weddings of several different Pa
cificites: Johnny Recce (of Evans
and Reece fame); Inez Toscano
and Archania's Harold Dieckman.
Overheard—Virginia Nelson and
Charmain discussing the merits
of taking a course in cooking
remember, girls, the way to a
man's heart is through his stom
ach.
Just heard that Gen. Psych, is
a cinch course, yeah, a blue cinch
After
that,
we
know you
wouldn't read anymore (even if
there were anymore) so this
column comes to a conclusion by
hoping for the continued improve
ment of Mrs. Stagg, a wonderful
wife of a wonderful man.

^4

Stockton's Finest
Beauty Salon

BEAUTY
WISDOM

New Thrift Dept.

Permanent
Waves

Shampoo And
Finger Wave

75e

ON THRIFT
TICKET

Hawaii, always a vacationer's
paradise, attracted more than its
usual share of Pacific students
during the summer. Today, at
least five people on the campus
are reminiscing of Aloha-land.
Vlvienne Manary, whose home Is
in the islands, went to Hawaii at
the conclusion of the Spring sem
ester, taking with her as a houseguest Barbara Caswell. The two
girls are sorority sisters in Mu
Zeta Rho.
One of the contestants in the
Trans-Pacific Yacht Races was
the "Pajaro," captained by the
Stephens brothers, Barre and
Theodore. After
reaching the
Islands, all of the voyagers on
the "Pajaro" were guests of Miss
Manary on the island of Maui.
Eloise Smith, a sophomore stu
dent at the Stockton Junior Col
lege, enjoyed a seven week's vaca-

tion in the Hawaiian Islands. The
journey was made primarily as an
official visit, since Miss Smith is
a Grand Representative of the
Order of Rainbow for Girls to the
Territory of Hawaii. Miss Smith
enjoyed a visit while there with
Mrs. William Bowen, the former
Miss Lyle Squires of Stockton. She
returned on the Matsonia in time
to register for the fall semester
here.
Miss Manary returned from the
Islands yesterday morning. She
was accompanied by her sister,
Mona, who will be a guest at Mu
Zeta Rho for a short time. Miss
Mona will proceed east to New
York where she will enroll as a
student at the Eastman School of
Music. She is a talented harpist
and plans to major in music. Miss
Vivienne is also a music major at
the College of the Pacific.

Mu Zeta Rho
Entertains
Dr. Forkner

^acuity Enjoys
After-Dinner
Coffee Party

OQaQDQSB

the beauty primer

"Wuthering Heights"

by

—And—

THE HOLDEN
-DRUG CO.Since 1849\

DAN MORRISON, Prop.
Phone 4-4744

"Nancy Drew,
Trouble Shooter"
THURSDAY
George Raft - Ellen Drew

"The Lady From
Kentucky"
—And—

"Charlie Chan in Reno"

CAMPUS
HIGHLIGHTS

.1

"She Married
a Cop"
—Also—

TWEED SPORT
JACKETS

G I R L S !
Shampoos and
Fingerwaves

£4 a a
^itVv

$5,00 and up

Are Featured at the

Pacific Avenue
Beauty Shoppe

2t

e,

SUA

4,98
You'll find nothing smarter at anywhere
near the price. Superby tailored, fine
styling, and a grand selection of patterns
and fabrics here at Penney's.

4 Oz. $1.00
Chas. Haas
& Sons

mm

Just the thing to wear with the jacket.
Wide variety of autumn shades in choice
all wool fabrics.

»

*

*

President Is
Installed At
Epsilon
Marguerite Etzel was formally
installed as president of Epsilon
La^nbda Sigma at an impressive
cahdlelight ceremony last night.
ilargaret Trabert, the outgoing
president, conducted the formal
rites and turned over the official
gold gavel of the house to the
new officer. Members of the sor
ority presented her with a bou
quet of roses as a token of their
appreciation for her services to
the sorority.

* » »

Museum Changes
The San Joaquin Pioneer & His
torical Society iin Victory Park,
due to remodeling, will be closed
until further notice. Reopening
will find displays completely re
arranged.

The Stockton Junior College re
ception honoring new J. C. stu
dents was held in the gymnasium
last Wednesday evening.
Guests were received by Presi
dent and Mrs. Dwayne Orton, Dean
and Mrs. C. E. Corbin, Dean and
Mrs. J. C. Corson, Dean Opal
Berg Fenix, and Mr. and Mrs. L.
L. Windmiller.
Leslie Dow, president of the
sophomore class, introduced stu
dents to members of the receiving
line. Jane Jordan and Ernie At
kinson assisted in general ar
rangements.
Music for the affair was pro
vided by a conservatory trio, com
posed of Mildred Marsh, Gloria
Hopps, and Tommy Wescoat. Mr,
J. H. Welton was in charge.
Miss Adina Wiens and Miss
Grace Cornog supervised the serv
ing of refreshments.

A week from tonight, Mu Zeta
Rho sorority will hold a Rally
Dance as a prelude to the football
game the following day in Sacra
mento between Pacific and South
Dakota.
For the occasion, the house will
be opened to Pacificites from nine
until twelve o'clock for radio danc
ing. Pat Carson, vice-president of
the sorority, is also the social
chairman in charge of the RallyDance.
Guests will be greeted by Mrs.
Lucy Forkner, housemother, and
Betty Dixon, president. Refresh
ments will be served during the
evening from a buffet table decor
ated in Orange and Black.
Decorations throughout will be
in Pacific colors, with swishers
and pennants prominently dis
played.
Assisting Miss Carson
with arrangements are Gayle
Rawles, Norma Marcellin, Phyllis
Grimshaw and Merl Wolf.

WATERMELON
FEED FOR
MEN
All men students on the College
of the Pacific campus are invited
to attend the annual Watermelon
Feed given by the members of
Rho Lambda Phi fraternity.
The affair this year has been
scheduled for Tuesday evening,
September 19, at seven-thirty
o'clock.
Pat Dunlap, housemanager oi
Rhizomia, is general chairman.

CORSAGES?
TRY THE

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

L. Q. L. Holds
Reception
The Life Questers League of
Central Methodist Church Is issu
ing an invitation to all new stu
dents to be present at a recep
tion to be held in their honor next
Sunday evening. September 17, in
the church social hall.

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-8550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

COLLEGE
BOUND
WITH

ALMA KAY
FROCKS

Ready
for
Fall . . .

With W i n d-S wept Silhouettes
Which Are Most Important for Fall

an outstanding
collection of smart

COATS

We head to the wind
with a swirling sil
houette cut clean and
graceful . . . New col
ors — Flamingo Red,
Moss Greens and
Rich Warm Browns,
Gold, Blue and Black.

AND

COSTUMES
DRESSES
awaits your
inspection . . .
Modestly Priced . »

n

DONOVAN'S
SMART SHOP*

Sizes 9 to 17

336 E. MAIN ST.

SCHOOL

12.95

Back to
with

SPALDINGS

ALL WOOL
SKIRTS
2,98

Mrs. Jean Corry from the house
hold science department, Mrs. Marjorie Reynolds, wife of the new
art instructor, Miss Margaret
Campbell, new S. C. A. secretary,
and Miss Gladys Benerd, from
the physical education department,
and Mrs. Serene S e a g r a v c s ,
were formally initiated into hon
orary membership of Mu Zeta Rho.
Mrs. Carl Rausch, president of
the Mother's Club, was also a guest
of honor. The new members were
invited for a formal dinner for
which Miss Beverly Wright was in
charge.

JEWELERS

Ph. 3-0884

Junior College
Has Reception
In Gym

Five Honorary
Members Are
Initiated

for gifts
or personal
use

"Calling Ail Marines"

2318 Pacific Ave.

by

Ybry Infusion

Plans for the fall rushing season in sorority circles
were formulated Wednesday afternoon at a meeting of
the Pan-Hellenic Council in the office of Dean Opal
Berg Fenix.
Marguerite Etzel, president of the group, presided.

Sunday, September 24th, has been*———
determined as the date for the rushed, who have at least a one
opening rush tea to which all point cumulative grade point and
women students are invited. For meet the eligibility requirements
this affair, guests are invited to are urged to sign up for rushing
call at Epsilon Lambda Sigma and in the Dean's office by noon of
Alpha Theta Tau between the next Thursday.
hours of three and five o'clock.
Members of the Pan-Hellenic
From four until six o'clock, the Council include Lois Mae Ventre
girls are invited to call at Mu and Lucille Wilson from Tau
Zeta Rho and Tau Kappa Kappa. Kappa; Betty Dixon and Pat
Rushing will continue for two Carson from Mu Zeta; Minnie
weeks at the four sororities. The Sawyer and Bette Flickinger from
first week will be informal, and Alpha Theta; and Pat Seavers in
the second will be formal.
addition to Miss Etzel from
All girls interested in being Epsilon.

Houses Have
Open House To
Start Season

Football Hops
To Be Given
This Fall

Dance Set For
South Dakota
Game Rally

September 24

A large attendance marked the
event of Open House held Friday
evening, September 8, at all sor
orities and fraternities for the pur
pose of acquainting freshmen with
the houses.
From 8:00 until 11:00 p. m. vis
itors were shown through the
houses and enjoyed refreshments.
At Epsilon Lambda Sigma, re
freshments were served on the
patio. Maraguerite Etzel, general
chairman, had as her committee
Virginia Chapman, Patricia Seav
ers, Rosalee Trevarrow, and Ruth
Udden.
During the course of the eve
ning, guests at Tau Kappa en
joyed piano selections by Barbara
Lennox. Chairman Aline Durst
had Margo Mclntyre, Rosemary
Strader, Alice Keehner, and Marnie Nile on her committee.
Bea McCarl had charge of Open
House for Alpha Theta Tau where
guests enjoyed inspection of the
house and refreshments.
Dancing featured Open House
held by Mu Zeta Rho. Junan
Bronzieh, past president of the
house, was present to receive
*
*
*
guests. The committee for Mu
Zete included Janice Morrill, Doris
Marsh, Gayle Rawles, Beverley
Wright, Eloise Lambert, Patricia
Carson, Charlotte Kerr, Betty Lee
Matthews, Phyllis Grimshaw, Nor
ma Marcellin, Harriet Budin, and
Jean Goodwin announced yes Betty Dixon.
terday that the student body dance
scheduled for this Saturday night
has been postponed until a little
later in the season.
Throughout the fall there will
be a series of .dances after the
various home football games. An
Phil Regan - Jean Parker
nouncements of the dates for these
affairs will be made next week.

Permanents

-,ctot>er 3,

Social activities of a more for
mal manner occupied the inter
ests of College of the Pacific stu
dents Thursday evening when they
were entertained by President and
Mrs. Tully C. Knoles at the stu
dent-faculty reception held in An
derson Hall.
Members of the receiving line
were President and Mrs. Knoles,
Dean and Mrs. Fred L. Farley,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fenix, Dean
and Mrs. J. C. Corson, Dean and
Mrs. John C. Elliott, Registrar and
Mrs. Robert Burns, and Dean J.
William Harris.
Students were introduced to the
head of the receiving line by Er
nie Atkinson, president of the Pa
cific Student Association and Jane
Jordan, vice-president. Incidental
music played throughout the re
ception by a conservatory trio was
arranged by Dean Elliott.
Members of the faculty who
assisted in the pouring were Miss
Harris, Mrs. O. H. Hitter, Mrs.
G. A. Werner and Mrs. G. R.
Pease. Miss Grace Carter and
Dean Fenix were in charge of ar
rangements for the reception.

Miss McCann Is
Writing Club
Hostess

TUES. - WED.
Merle Oberon

Nina College Essential! In
a neat, new Book-Box $5.

Senior College faculty members
enjoyed an informal get-together
Wednesday evening when they
were entertained at an after-din
ner coffee party by members of
Mu Zeta Rho sorority.
Approximately one hundred and
fifty attended. Incidental music
was played by Beverly Miller, and
Berni Badger presented a song.
Betty Dixon, president of the
sorority, and Mrs. I.ucy Forkner
presided at the coffee services.
Next Wednesday night the house
will be open for a similar affair
at which the Junior College facul
ty will be guests.

Dr. H. L. Forkner, professor of
education at Columbia University,
was a dinner guest Sunday of Mu
Zeta Rho where he visited with
his mother, Mrs. Lucy Forkner.
This affair ended the vacationlong visit for the mother and son.
At the beginning of summer Mrs.
Forkner traveled to the home of
her son and daughter-in-law in
New York City where she enjoyed
the World's Fair. At the con
clusion of summer Mrs. Forkner
and her son, with his family, mo
*
*
*
tored west across the continent,
stopping at interesting places.
Dr. Forkner left Sunday for
Berkeley where he will visit his
son, a senior student at the Uni
versity of California. Then he will
drive east, meeting the rest of his
family at Ogden, Utah, and then
Scroll and Stylus Club met Wed
continue to New York for the
nesday evening at the home of
opening of Columbia University.
Miss Eleanor McCann to organise
its program for the coming year.
Plans were made for a reception
to be held on Monday evening,
September 25, for all students an
SAT. - SUN. - MON.
the campus interested in creative
Wayne Morris
writing.
Not enough copies of MSS, the
"The Kid From Kokomo" magazine
published by Scroll and
—Also—•
Stylus, were printed last year to
First Run Western
satisfy the demand. Plans are un
Roy Rogers
der way for a larger and more
representative publication this year.

"Wall Street Cowboy"

$2.50 vp

Knoles Greets Fall Rushing Starts
New Students
Sunday Afternoon
In Reception

14.95
16.95
I
T ALMA KAY SHOP

The original Spalding saddle ox
ford that has been tremendously
popular for years. Favored by
students of leading universities
everywhere—made over athletic
lasts, these oxfords will give
your feet the most blessed com
fort they have ever known.

6.95

I SECOND. FLOOR J

UJOnDER!

T1H1I H©K)©Isl Dose,
340 E. Main St.

STOCKTON

Phone

p

Stockton

& Marx Suit*
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Pacific Day
Planned For
G. G. I. E.

Bureau Places
Thirty-Seven
Bums Announces List Of*
Teacher Placements;
Carson
18 Secondary Jobs
Announcement has been made
by Director Robert Burns of the

To Edit
Bengal Daily
Bulletin

Pacific Placement Bureau that the
bureau has continued Its usual
The PSA Publication Committee
high record with thirty-seven place held a meeting last Monday in the
WEEKLY office to elect an editor
ments to Its credit. They are as
for the Bengal Daily Bulletin.
follows:
This special election was necessi
Marjorle Vachon, Everett Ele
tated by the fact that the editor
mentary, San Joaquin County.
elected last spring, Helen Hall,
Roy Cenclrulo, Sclma Element
failed to return to school. Pat
ary Schools, Selma.
Carson was elected by the commit
Marjorle Nlcholls, Elementary
tee. Other candidates were Alice
Schools, Modesto.
Hall and Ingeborg Van Loben Sels.
Robert Stone, Santa Clara High
School, Santa Clara.
Genevieve Miller, Elementary alton.
Don Eddie, High School, DlnuSchools, Woodland.
Peggy Corkett, Elementary ba.
Clarence Royce, Principal of
Schools, Folsom.
Jan Wright, Elementary Schools, High School, Denair.
Alice Tilton, City Schools, Fal
Wlnton.
Roland Campbell, High School, Ion, Nevada.
Templeton,
P a t r i c i a Mason, Elementary
Evelyn Barnett, High School, Schools, Escalon.
Lodl.
Vernon Stoltz, Principal of High
Carmen Tlndall, Elementary
School, Dixon.
Schools, Los Banos.
Hertha Rausch, Elementary
Edwa Langdon, High School, Sa Schools, Stockton.
linas.
Bobbin Gay Peck, High School,
Robert Diets, Schneider High
Lodi.
School, Stockton.
Park Wilson, Elementary
Barbara Gammons, Elementary
Schools, Merced.
Schools, Willows.
David L. Harms, High School,
Ruth Johnson, High School, LoyNapa.
Merle
Morton,
Elementary
Schools, Colusa.
Rudy Rivera, Elementary
Schools, Merced.
Mima
Williamson,
Marysville
Junior College, Marysville.
Alethya Rabb, Auburn High

BRIGHTEN
UP YOUR
ROOM
with Cute, Clever
Gadgets from

The

POTTERY & GIFT
SHOP

HERRMANN'S
ICE CREAM
Special Flavors,
Catering to Parties
2943 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 3-9179

2119 Tacific Ave.

'The House of Gifts'

FOR THOSE DELICIOUS

FROSTED MALTS

It's

BLEWETT'S

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD STORE
ALL FLAVORS
ICE CREAM

Stagg, Thespians To Be
Featured Sept. 29
The College of the Pacific and
the City of Stockton will be hon
ored at the Golden Gate Inter
national Exposition on September
29. Plans for the celebration are
incomplete. College officials are
still undecided as to whether school
will be closed.
General plans call for a probable
network broadcast commemorat
ing the fifty years of coaching by
Amos Alonzo Stagg, Pacific's Grand
Old Man. The broadcast will dra
matize the life of Coach Stagg
with appropriate music accom
panying.
Would-be Thespians will have
.field day when the Pacific Little
Theatre presents "Our Town" in
the Federal Theatre. The com
bined bands of the College of the
Pacific and the Exposition will
provide music for the occasion.
Alumni from the East Bay and
San Francisco areas will Join with
Stockton in the program.
School, Auburn.
Robert Reynolds, High School,
Willows.
Harold Ulricl, High School, Sa
linas.
Laurance Belanger, High School,
Salinas.
Elna Peterson, High School, Pat
terson.
Dorothy Mahin, Calaveras School,
San Joaquin County.
Mrs. Florence Lundquist, Doug
lass Elementary School, San Joa
quin County.
Mrs. Florabel Brennan, Garden
School, San Joaquin County.
Lora Lou Childs, Houston, Ele
mentary School, San
Joaquin
County.
Mabel Hamma, San Joaquin Ele
mentary
School, San
Joaquin
County.
Robert Eley, High School, Turlock.

DARREL
SCHNEIDER'S
Seaside Super Service
CENTRAL & PACIFIC
GAS - OIL - LUBE JOBS
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COLLEGIUM

Future Frosh ......

Between Us

Sad Lesson
A man went to sleep after a
beer bust and woke up in the
middle of the night. He saw his
pants on a chair across the room
and mistook them for an intruder.
He hauled out his old horse pistol
and let go. Next morning he found
bullet holes through his hind
pocket and his wife minus two
fingers.
—USF Foghorn.
o

Class Nominations
Tentative
arrangements
have
been made for class nominations
at the general assembly next
Thursday. If plans are changed,
there will be a notice In the Bengal
Daily Bulletin.

2047 Pacific Avenue

CREAMERY

You Will Find Our Work
Satisfactory and Our Prices
Reasonable

By DON JONTE
Stockton Junior College secured
a nationally-known football expert
when Dashing Doug Dash.e L late
of the University of Nevada,
cepted the local Jaysee post.
The new professor comes to this
institution with an enviable record
of college, junior college, and high
school coaching. While at Nevada,
his pupils defeated the University
of Idaho—the only instance in the
history of the Far Western Con
ference when a member defeated
team from the Pacific Coast
Conference.

HOW TO

BE SMART IN CLASS

Visit
NEWBY'S
Beauty School

for that Quick Shake

ITEM:
Trim wool jackets made with
wide shoulders and fitted waists
answer a wardrobe require
ment. Shown in plain cash
mere and striped and plaid
tweed, all have style points that
make them outstanding in the
fashion examination.

Association is the ®°al
by December Jl, 1939, according

WarmM.'aireTtor cIU* Alumni Living Ba4o» J

I'MIIM

1 1
* the Liv"It is the intention of
goal, and which is eq
ing Endowment to place a piece interest on $59,176.52, j, ®
of permanent equipment in eac i earns 4<%.

department of the College of the 42 CLASSES RESPOND
who
Pacific, declared Mr. Warmer,
Forty-two classes have
graduate of the class of 1936.
to the Living Endowme
; fll*
RESULTS TO DATE
the graduates of 1936 Contrib 1
To date, the Living Endowment more than any other si i
ng e
has supplied forty oak chairs an
seven oak tables to the College Seventy-eight '39 graduate'
numbered in the fssociatid,
library, thus increasing-that build
The Alumni Association \
ing's capacity for the accommoda
of the fact that eighteen V'
tion of students. One hundred foldchorus, graduates of more than '
ing metal chairs for band,
and other stage activities have years have given to the t!
Endowment They are Rev
been bought, as well as two clar Hansen '73, Mary Gibbon*V
nets for the orchestra. Other pu
made for each •76, W. R. Steele '76, Rey *
chases are being
Bane '81, Albert B. Uck/
department in the college as addiMrs. M. M. Anderson 'xgg
tional funds are secured.
,'
"The Pacific Alumni Council Dizzie King '85, Judge per:rc
y)
feels that the reason why a larger '85, Mrs. Allan C. Balch
Dennett '86, Marshall
majority of alumni and fr'end®
have not made gifts to date is Charles Kirkbrlde '87, f,,
duo to the feeling that their sum Clift 'x89, R. D. Hunt '90 >,
would be a small amount and G. Chandler '94, Mrs. L. jj'
therefore, of no great value to '94, Dr. H. E. Milnes
the college," Mr. Warmer said in Mary Glide Goethe '99,

1
ho*"";
mid

tl <)1

J"'"

»rlfl.nv
c
dies—;

^StUOKV

"It's the Alumni way of Bi •
said Mr. Warmer. He pointed?
the fact that the plan not "
enables graduates to contribute"
the support of their alma m
but also entitles them to
"Pacific WEEKLY," "Pacific j
view," reduced rates t0 &u
cific sports events played on
campus, attendance at alumni
leges, and many other advant;
"This college is among the
hundred colleges and unlversit; ••
in America to adopt the Lbi
Warmer. "Some others are
Mawr, Cornell, Harvard, MJ
Vassar, and Yale."
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ALUMNI BENEFITS

Belle Sharmeer
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CHINESE.
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LUNCHES —
"The Taste
ph. 3-0451
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ORDERS

TO

UNION OIL
DIAL

BILL
STOP-WEAR
Cars Called For

Pacific i
0pp. Safei
Formerly of R<

STOCKINGS

NEW . . .
. IT'S MODERN

Sp

In All Leg Sizes

Tennis -

Excellent Work By

v

Advanced Students

448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

J!

YOI

10 W. Harding Way

ITEM:

OOLDEN WEST Inc.

WEAR SKIRTS

LAUttDERERS-CtEANERS
504 North Sierra Nevada Street

LEARN ABOUT

Leg-Sizes

WELCOME!
MATCHING CASHMERE

New and Old Students-

5.95

To Your A. W. S. Tea Room

ITEM:
You've probably already started
your sweater collection — and
you'll not be able to resist add
ing some of these adorable soft
slip-overs. Fine Jaeger sweat
ers imported from England that
will keep their shape in spite
of the hardest wear—"Sloppy
Joe" adopted by college co-eds
everywhere — extra-special
"Jumbos" that are made of
giant-sized yarn.

College

SERVING PACIFIC

WEAR SWEATERS

tlea*.
many friv
with us aga
has sorely hu

on

o<>]i, a^e

Serve Pacific

7.95

CREPE, CASHMERE, CHECKS
PLAIDS

1.95 to 11.95

j,ion

Dairy Products

Gay, short flared skirts, pleated
skirts, gored skirts — in plain
cashmere or colorful plaids and
checks to match or contrast
with your jackets. You must
have several skirts to change
off during the semesters when
they will form part of your col
lege "uniform."

SLIP-OVERS

^

PLAIDS

7.95 to 12.95

5.95

IT'S

BLUE RIBBON

WEAR JACKETS

STRIPED AND PLAID TWEED

2034 Pacific Avenue

p

mZirSYnf Su'°anT
quipment ana^ou ^
^ pacific Alumni >

Only Once a Year Can We
Offer Exclusive

and Sandwich

FORMULA 91:

Co^*

ANNUAL SALE!

VALLEY PORT

OMEGA PHI

Interview With
Dashiell

Warmer Announces Donations of
Over $2300 By 250 Alumni

TIGHT SQUEEZE
In 1937 his Nevada Wolves led
Stagg's Tigers 3-0 for fifty-five
minutes, although finally losing 7-3.
The Jaysee mentor started his
coaching career at Temple Junior
College, where he remained two
years as head coach, winning the
conference championship one year
and placing second the next,
For five years he was head
Coach at Las Vegas High School,
where he produced four state
championship teams. Each session
his team averaged over 300 points,
In 1934, when his schedule in
explaining the Alumni Living En
cluded schools irom five states,
Some of the clubs under spon
his team scored 321 points and dowment.
sorship of t^he S. C. A. are the
was undefeated.
FUND EXPLAINED
Frosh Club, the Sophomore Club,
"A cash gift of ten dollars
the Race Relations Group, and the VERY VERSATILE
possibly
does not seem important
Deputations Committee. The S.C.A.
Coach Dashiell is a versatile gen
also plans the chapel services tleman, as is evidenced by the by itself," he continued, "but it
is the interest on an endowment
held on Tuesdays at 10:45.
fact that he was both head coach
The membership chairman has and vice-principal while at Las of $250 if money earns 4%. A
cash gift of ten dollars looked at
divided the college into two teams Vegas.
from the standpoint of income is
for the contest, with Betty Dixon
SPEAKER ALSO
important. That is what is meant
and John Immel as head captains
In addition, he was debate by Living Endowment."
Under them are captains from
According to Mr. Warmer, over
each of the living groups on the coach, his teams winning four
campus. The ones who have state championships in four years. two hundred and fifty people have
During his three years of coach co-operated in making the plan
already been announced are as
follows: Women's Hall, Kay Craig; ing at the University of Nevada a success. To date, the Alumni
Mu Zeta Rho, Betty Dixon; Tau he was an assistant professor of Living Endowment has $2367.05,
Kappa
Kappa,
Betty
Smith; physical education. At present he which is almost half of the $5000
Omega Phi Alpha, Leslie Dow; is teaching speech in the Junior
Epsilon
Lambda Sigma,
Reba College.
Sinclair: Co-op, Janet Leyman;
Rho Lambda Phi, Bill Lunt
Manor Hall, Polly Parsons; and
ZJetagathean Society, Harriet
Kientz. The town chairmen are
Catherine Elder, Tak Ita, and
Jack Hanner.

KING
JEWELER

vcr

s

A t°l*

-•Ernie Atkinson, student
body
president; and Alice Hall, Student
Christian
Association
president,
will discuss plans for the forth
coming drive. Miss
Margaret
Campbell, the new S. C. A. secre
tary from the University of Wash
California high schools may
ington, will be introduced during
graduate as many as 60,000 poten the evening. Jean Morrall is in
tial freshmen for Junior colleges, charge of the banquet.
universities, and other Institutions
by 1946. About fifty-one per cent NOT FINANCE WEEK
will go into higher education.
Next week's membership drive
It looks like a great future for
is
planned to introduce the varied
higher learning, but I wondered
what the significance of this article activities and program of the
in the Californian really was. Per S. C. A., especially to new stu
haps it was for propaganda for dents on the campus. "No money
will be asked for during the
larger facilities.
week; it is not meant as a finance
drive," states Gladys Bartholomew,
varsity debater and S. C. A. mem
if
s o m e o n e bership chairman.
Confidentially,
whispers to you that Treasure
A Student Christian Association
Island is going to run in 1940 they is a real need to any college
are right! The Fair will open in campus, it is felt, and S. C. A.
May and run through November. workers hope to interest many
Don't quote me, but this came from new students in the program by
old man Californiac of the Cali the end of next week.
fornian.
S. C. A. SERVICE

FOR ALL FLOWERS

Phone 2-9502

el®*

Starting a week of intensive m e m b e r s h i p seeking, a
Student Christian Association banquet will be held upstairs in the new Anderson Hall, Monday evening at
six o'clock.
.
The toastmaster will he Bob Burns, Pacific registrar.

"Your Neighborhood
Jeweler"

SNAPPY FOUNTAIN
BOOTH SERVICE

ets

t* e
* iget uoy° ln

Bartholomew, Chairman Of the Drive,
Announces List Of Assistants

ART FLORAL
SHOPPE
TREVOR GRIFFITHS,
Campus Rep.

Living Endowmentp lov
„ °
Gives New Equipment
Alumni

S.C. A. MEMBERSHIP
DRIVE OPENS
WITH DINNER

Belle-Sharmeer stockings
ore individually sized
to fit every leg
perfectly in width
{as well as length.
More campus mileage
and prettier legs!
Ask for your leg size.
Brev for smalls,
Modite for middlings,
Duchess for talis,
Classic for plumps.
Here exclusively.

THE CUB HOUSE
Dress Up Your Room
FROM

CARDIGANS

2.95 to 12.95

SMiTjj & LANc;
58 51

REGULAR $1.00 PR
INCLUDES THREE*

BURNHAM BROS.'
LARGE DISPLAY OF DRAPES,
FLOOR COVERINGS AND FURNITURE

417-21 E. Weber Ave.

FROM US

* '*

.

^

savings on 3

REGULAR
$1.15 PR •
Tissue sivoxx., «
Tissue Sheer—2 Th.X.
(

lr' f°r

Fr,
— «•«>• «0c
b0c Savings on 3 T

REGULAR $1 .35 pr
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PACIFIC'S LITTLE ALL-AMERICAN

ANNUAL TIE-UP
TAKEN BY
FROSH, 2-0

jhe Tiger meets the Lion when
and Loyola University exiPge claws over a record which
uld stand some Pacific improveit, we
ent. Come to think of
uld use a Lion skin! Wouldn't
look swell on the fence!
lCjfic

TRACK MEN
TO WORK

"Miscmg Daughters"

Kochellt Hudson - M, Marsh
and

"Love Finds Andy Hardy"
Garland - Mickey Hooney
_
: SUNDAY — MONDAY
Free to Ladle*—Colored Pottery

Moonshine"

J.

j

RITZ Ilfl OTHERS
—AltSO—

"The Chaser"

1>wl» Stone - Ann Morrlrt
TUESDAY" — WEDNESDAY—
VIC'S COUNTRY STORE

"Rich Man —Poor Girl"
Robert

_

Younsc - Guy Kihbee
mid

"Mystery Plane"
THIRS. ONLY
Lee Tracy

"Crashing Hollywood"
—ALSO—
••ARSON ROCKET SQUAD
Always
Comeily — News — Cartoon

'

th"r

General chemistry classes are
nearly filled to capacity. In some
rooms, both labs and lectures,
there are not enough chairs. Dur
ing the week all general chemistry
students have taken aptitude and
informational tests.

alrn

i1" «»»k
to

FOR THAT
AFTER-SHOW OR
BETWEEN-MEALS
MILKSHAKE . . .

,

Tp,t"" tl
r°,her

Mv«t,
*rn°ng the f
M »n<! unlverjj •
•"oft the Li(
»
are »
• Harvard, .»

Freshmen, and a sprinkling of^
sophomores, convened last Satur
day in that famous old classic of
the Pacific campus, the annual
Soph-Frosh brawl of Freshman
Coach Earl R. Jackson has
Week. Under the warming influ
announced that he will be
ence of a hot sun, the Frosh outable to give organized track
sweltered the Sophs for the myth
practice for all candidates on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
ical championship and freshmen
However, he urges all trackemancipation.
sters to train every day if
Times have changed since Coach
possible. The first of two
Stagg was a boy, for not since
inter-class meets will be held
in November, as will the
the Class of '40 has a Sophomore
cross-country race.
team maintained its honor — in
fact, each brawl becomes a little
more decisive for the Frosh. Whis five Frosh glare at twenty five
Sophs and the battle is on, Two
per it quietly, but '42 tried to minutes later and it's two sacks
make up for quantity with qual to two sacks. Five minutes after
ity and only heroic decisions by that and it's two more sacks for
the judges saved their socks. The the Frosh. Funny, the sacks are
empty! But there goes Jack Han
Frosh were like blades of grass
ner into action, running gallantly
in a square foot and the Sophs toward the last sack fifteen feet
like the number of cows which from the Soph 'goal. We'll forget
could be placed in the same area. the next two minutes. Let it be
Time marches backward to 1:54 sufficient to say that he dropped
on the sack and forty-nine men
p. m. Saturday. Six minutes to
could neither pull him nor the
go, two Sophs, one reporter, four, sack to pieces.
judges, Prof. Fenix, and three
Those empty sacks! Dumped on
girls. Nix! the girls rooted neither the field and sneaked out! Un
for Frosh or the Sophs. The fair! Unfair! Score: Frosh, one;
judges brought them along for Sophs, none; tied, one.
2:35—Not wishing to get dizzy
support.
2:10—Just ten seconds ago the checking results, the judges limited
the tie-up to one football team
tug-o'-war started and the last
apiece. Let me explain the tie-up.
Sophomore has just been dragged Very simple! Run out on the
through the water hole. What a field, grab a man, knock him
splash! It was anchor man John dowfi, tie him up and carry back
ny Stolz. The Frosh ten-second to your own goal line. Very sim
wonders now lead the classic one ple—while someone attempts to do
to nothing.
This sun is even the same to you—and brings his
warmer, but it's causing the Sophs friends.
to blossom forth. They're only
Somewhat later. Two Sophs, one
out-numbered 3 to 1 now.
the next of the Swagertys, crossed
2:15—Witlf a ten-minute time the Froshs line under pressure
limit to remove seven twenty-fivepound sacks of dirt from midfield
to behind their own goal, twenty-

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS
"The Taste Will Tell"
Ph. 3-6451
2014 Pacific Ave

•Sept. 22—Santa Rosa J. C. at
Santa Rosa.
•Oct. 6—San Mateo J. C. at
Stockton.
•Oct. 14—Modesto J. C. at Mo
desto.
•Oct. 20—Aggie Frosh at Stock
ton.
Oct. 28—Placer J. C. at Auburn.
•Nov. 8—Marin J. C. at Stock
ton.
•Nov. 16—Sacramento J. C. at
Sacramento.
•Night Games.

SILVER LEAF

WELCOME BACK
TO SCHOOL

On California St.,
Between Main & Market

339 EAST MAIN ST.
. . . JEWELERS . . ,

ORDEA S TO TAKE OUT
For

better

business

Dr. Marshall C. Turner

positions

(Since 1896)

School of Business

DIAL 2-6150

NOW PLAYING

BILL LUNT
STOP-WEAR LUBRICATION
Cars Called For and Delivered

FOUR FEATHERS
Thrilling: Adventure
In Technicolor
STARTING TUESDAY

Pacific & Maple
Opp. Safeway Store
Formerly of Robinson As Lunt

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber . . Stockton

Starring:
MIRIAM
DAVIS

GAIADELLJCCHI

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Spalding Athletic Goods

American & Channel Sts.

MEET YOUR
FRIENDS AT THE

MILKY WAY
"Home of the Frozen
Milkshake"

Fountain - Sandwiches

STAN MILLER—MEN'S HALL
POLLY PARSONS—MANOR HALL

YOLLAND S. JOHNSON
"Your Sporting Goods House"

Agents for

312 E. Weber Ave.

'The Campus Barbershop'
This Shop is Owned by
the PSA.

IT

I S

YOUR

Get Royal—the only port
able with marvelousTouch
Control! And carryinr
eaae free!

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

Cloverleaf

SIBLEY E. BUSH

FARMS
Supply Milk

2302 Pacific Avenue

the

Fighting Tigers
OFFICE:
602 S. Center St.
Phone: 2-8220

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

Stockton, California
Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

"It's a Wonderful World"
Also
"I
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
Lupe Vnleas - Donald Woods

The Girl From Mexico
Also—3 Mesquiteers

"Three Texas Steers"
WED. - THURS.
Annnbella
Robert Young

Fountain
Curb Service

"Bridal Suite"

—ALSO—
Patricia Ellis - Stu Erwilt

925 E. Harding Ph. 8953

"Backdoor to Heaven"
FLASH! WATCH OUR
SCREEN FOR LATEST
WAR NEWS!

FEATURING
Complete Stock

FRESH AND DIZZY RO
MANCE AT THE RIAI/TO
Laughter and hair-breath
escape are featured in the
picture "It's a Wonderful
World," starring Jaimes Stew
art and Claudette Colbert,
now playing at the Rialto
Theatre. Stewart is East as
a private detective hired to
keep a Broadway playboy
out of trouble. He becomes
involved in a murder and
with the assistance of Miss
Colbert, a dizzy poetess,
tracks down the teal mur
dered after a series of dar
ing exploits.

WATERMAN'S PENS
AND PENCILS

EASTMAN

KODAKS

Discount On All
Eastman Films

CURB SERVICE

ON EL DORADO

<STYL£ STOR£ fOR^V\£N •

BUTTON

Lubrication By

THE

TOP

TWO

has become the theme song this season

Roy "Chopper" Cooper

ROLLATORIUM

I elepnone o-ovbo

NOW PLAYING
Clnudette Colbert
James Stewart

FOUNTAIN

Parisian Dry Cleaners

INCORPORATED

Totals
6
Won: 0. Lost: 5. Tied: 0.

PAT DUNLAP
Campus Representative

COLLEGE ROLLER
SKATERS, ATTENTION!

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

Pacific Calif.

5-10-25 CENT STORE

NOW OPEN
Aurora St., Btwn. Main & Weber

SHOP

TYPEWRITERS

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
For Satisfying Haircuts

AND

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

California, and none calls for less
comment. How long is this going
to go on? California Here We
Come!

SCHOOL

Stockton City Laundry
Get Your Haircut at

so glaring as the University of

MEET THE GANG

for

LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING?

ties of the Tiger none stands forth

WE NEVER CLOSE

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS . ! .

RAVIOLIS . . .

AT OUR NEW
LOCATION
SOON

Tennis — Archery — Golf — Winter Sports
Equipment

TO

Among the more recent activi

•Nov. 10—Calif. Aggies at Stock
ton.
Nov. 18—U. of Arizona at Tuc
son.
Nov. 24—Chico State at Stocktcfn.
Nov. 80—U. of Nevada at Stock
ton.
608 ADAM/MA
•Dec. 7— U. S. Marines at San
Diego.
Dec. 16—U. of Hawaii at Hono
and so ends the classic. Frosh, lulu.
two; Sophs, none; tied, one.
•Night Games.
So endeth Soph pride. So enter
the unsufferability of the Frosh.
But even in defeat the Sophs had
horns, for it took ten good Frosh
to reduce Swag to exhaustion and
tie him up, while Andy Prescott,
king of all of Benicia, kept stand
Home of the Genuine
ing up for a knock-down most of
the afternoon. Like a rock he
Barbecue
stood; like a rock he fell.
Sandwiches
Censored during the activities
were the paint cans for branding Hamburgers — Hot Dogs
purposes.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

DENTISTRY
2319 Pacific Ave.
Phone 8-8362
Hours 9-5
Evenings by Appointment

H U M P H R E Y S

UNION OIL PRODUCTS

Remember!
California

•Sept. 23—U. of South Dakota at
Sacramento.
Sept. 30—U. of California at
Berkeley.
•Oct. 6—Loyola University at
Los Angeles.
•Oct. 20—San Jose State at
Stockton.
•Oct.
2T—Cal. Ramblers at
Stockton.
•Nov. 4—Fresno State at Fres-

Littlest Swagerty, Hanner Star For Sophs
Frosh Manpower Too Much For Them

Pacific Loyola

"Kentucky

WINGBACK

SKATING EVERY
AFTERNOON and
EVENING

Ladies 20c, Gents 30c
Tel. 2-9348

SPECIAL RATES
FOR SCHOOL, CHURCH
OR LODGE PARTIES

INTRODUCING

THE FOOT-LONG HOT DOG
LEE'S DELTA FOUNTAIN

SEE THE NEW

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP

Also Serving Hot Lunches Daily

"Where the Food Is Always Good"

Where Collegians Gather on Pacific Avenue

SCHOOL

CLOTHES

It doesn't matter how much you have
to spend on your school clothes. How
you spend It is far more important.

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER
Also the Complete Line of

UNDERWOOD
REMINGTON
CORONA
NOISELESS PORTABLES

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

ners

SPECIAL RENTAL RATE
OF

See HAROLD MONAGHAN

One-day Service If Call Is
Made Before 9:00 A. M.

STOCKTON
Typewriter Co.
436 E. Market St.

CAMPUS REP. ART IRISH

Phone 2-8514

"Stockton's Leading
Typewriter Store"

>ne 8-8651

•Let's back our football teams, get^ one of the
Golden Anniversary windshield stickers and start
right. See that new Stationery and College Jewelry.

Belt—Zipper*

m A A and
5«Vw up

I

Pleated
Slacks

j

g> Ajft and
U ivw Up

Your School Colors Are Here in

SCHOOL SOCKS
Solid Colors and Stripes
9

SWEATERS
$4 95 and

Pair

A

AA

POLO SHIRTS
$4 00 and

CORDS

95 and

YOST BROS.

348 W. Harding

15% Discount on Laundry Cash and Carry

Sport
Jackets

• Your patronage is your assurance that this can
and will be done.

On the Campus
At advertised in Esquire and
The Saturday Evening Post

Pleats—Self

We carry a complete stock, so you
can make up your own combinations.
• It is our desire to maintain for the Students of
the College of the Pacific and Stockton Junior Col
lege and Faculty, the best Student. Supply Store
on the Coast.

Special Easy Terms to
Students . . and Remember
"No Interest or Carrying
Charge"

$1.50 per month for a good ma
chine—Regular rental rates for
late models. $2.50 for 1 month.
$3.50 for 2 months.

Single or Double Breasted

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

•STYLE STORE TOR

On the Campus for You

320 E. Main St.

EN •

Stockton

First Showing New Fall Hart Schaffner & Marx Suits
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AMOS ALONZO STAGG

1890
T I G E R

undoubtedly

is

Pacific s

year-the year of the Stagg Golden
Jubilee edition of the Fighting
Tiger. The Tiger that drops his
stripes and turns into a golden
glow in honor of 50 years in the

mately 8000 miles to his credit.
But speaking of 50 years—it's a
long time!
And when you look at a life time
record of those 50 years it reads
like a tax collector's dream.
W. L. Tied
1890-1891 Springfield
College (Mass.) ... 10 11 1
1892-1932 University
Chicago (HI.) .... 273 142 29
1933-1938 College of
Pacific (Calif.) 29 26 4
Right, Johnny, a lot of gamesfive hundred and twenty-five (525)
of them and winners too. Wins:
312. Losses: 179. Ties: 34.
Sixty of those games have been
with Pacific and even those are
a winning balance but the record
of those games in relation to the
Far Western Conference is one
of which to be exceedingly proud.
.....3rd
1933
4th
1934
2nd
1935
1st
1936
1937
2nd
1938
1st
Mr. Stagg's past points to a
bright future for Pacific and with
the current season's schedule Paci
fic will either be in tho Hall of
Football fame or the team that
tried to chew too much. But re
membering the remarks of the
bay newspapers regarding the Pa
cific Junior College outfit that
dared match claws with the
mighty Golden Bear, we have little
doubt that the team will be in
that 12-game schedule with every
claw sharpened. With South Da
kota to break the first game ice
the team has only to lick the size
of the Cal Stadium for a mental
hazard in order to stand and give
the Bear as good as he receives.
The Tiger forecasts weight, speed
and passers. Can he keep his
nerve?
All this talk about "golden" is
far from idle chitter-chatter, for
when the Tiger takes the field
against South Dakota he'll be
golden indeed. Gold silk trousers,
gold jerseys, and the entire outfit
topped and bottomed with black
helmets and black stockings.
Incidentally, golden is the watch
word for the year and you may
expect to see a lot of it. Quoting
University of Arizona publicity,
"Svelte gold pants will be topped
and tagged by solid navy blue jer
seys and stockings. Helmets will
be gold with blue stripes." Quoting

San Jose State, "Blue silk trous
ers, gold jerseys, gold helmets."
The designers have evidently de
creed a golden year but don't be
misled for there is only one
"Golden Team"—Pacific. Watch
her!

Preparing a fifty man turnout—mostly freshman—
for a tough, seven-game schedule has become the lot of
Dashing Doug Dashiell, former grid director at the
University of Nevada. Chris Kjeldsen will be his able
assistant.
Practices, which started late
last week, have shown a lot of
possible material, although "noth
ing can be told this early," as
Coach Kjeldsen remarked.
KEEN COMPETITION
Competition for backfield posi
tions seems to be keenest, with
several potential passing and re
ceiving stars apparent. However,
no positions are "cinched" and
no roster completed.
One observer candidly remarked
that "this crop looks like a win
ner." Such is the opinion of many
of those vitally interested in the
game, although the coaching staff
remains non-committal.

TRIBUTE
Words to describe a Man. Words
to fill a life time of that Man.
Words of praise, of tribute, of
honor. Words of the years of conscienuous, courageous endeavor of
a Christian gentleman. Words for
an untiring, unstinting life. But
words from where?
Volumes of words to 'build the
picture of the Man have been
written—strung together in long
lines of phrases and praises. Strung
together far more adequately than
any words of ours. Even now at
the end of the 49th and the be
ginning of the 50th year of coach
ing for that Man, millions of addi
tional words will grind out of in
numerable typewriters. Words to
fill countless columns of the na
tion's newspapers. Words of fiery
tribute to American, football and
the Man, Amos Alonzo Stagg, its
champion.
To add to that gigantic mass of
words some new phraseology,
some new play on wrods, is near
ly inconceivable. Even the pre
sentation of some new thought is
doubtful.
Yet possibly there is something
to be said. Amos Alonzo Stagg
belongs to Saturday's Millions, re
vered by its prophets, respected
by its coaches, cheered by its pa
trons. And yet Amos Alonzo Stagg
belongs to us" First and fore
most citizen of Stockton it has

Johnny
Domench's
Union Service

"Be Sure to See the New
Custom Finish Models",

Pacific Headquarters

FOR GAS, OIL AND
LUBRICATION
Corner of

Pacific and Castle

For Greater Football Enjoyment

A NEW

been said—Grand Old Man of the
Pacific Campus. Belonging to the
world, Mr. Stagg is first and al
ways—Pacific's coach—our coach.
To us, therefore, is the privilege
of simplicity of our tribute—a tri
bute—a tribute inadequate to the
years, inadequate to our thoughts,
inadequate to Mr. Stagg. Under
standable, nevertheless, to Mr.
Stagg for he and Pacific are synonomous and because he is Pa
cific's.
Our greatest tribute lies in loy
alty of action—of Pacific teams
that go down—when they do—
trying, of rooting sections whip
ping up the fight—Amos Alonzo
Stagg knows all that.
Therefore, the greatest written
tribute we can make to Mr. Stagg
is recognition of the one person
in the life of Amos Alonzo Stagg
who has moved hand in hand
along the trail with him, build
ing steadily into his life and yet
so seldom sharing in the glory of
his achievement. Our tribute is
to Mrs. Stella Stagg.
Mr. Stagg, may we rise with
you in salutation to the "Lady of
the Notebook" ? We would do her
honor, knowing that she lies at
home recuperating from a serious
illness, unable to accompany you
as you stride forward into the fif
tieth year. We know also that
last Sunday, the 10th of Septem
ber, was long ago an important
date and that It remains so to
this day—the anniversary of your
marriage.
To Mrs. Stagg, the silent coach
of Stagg and Stagg, we stand si
lently in admiration for the Man,
Amos Alonzo Stagg, and her part
in the building of what that Man
has become. It is our wish, Mr.
Stagg, that the last of the sea
son will yet see her walking the
sidelines, seated in the press box,
with notebook and keen diagnosis
in this, your 50th year . . . Help
ing, cheering, smiling.

SANTA. ROSA FIRST
The opening game will be played
against Santa Rosa J. C. on Fri
day of next week. It will be a
night game held in Santa Rosa.
o

Warner, DeGroot
Groom Spartans
San Jose, September 15—Drilled
twice a day since September 5,
by Coaches "Pop" Warner and
"Dud" DeGroot, San Jose State's
football team stands ready to do
the honors in getting the 1939
Pacific
Coast
Collegiate
grid
schedule underway here Friday
night.
Furnishing the opposition will be
Coach Schubert Dyche's Montana
State Bobcats, from Bozeman,
Montana, a hardy, unscouted band
of bosy from he-man country
whom the Spartans are not taking
lightly.
Using pi aysi devised by Warner,
who now holds the title of "ad
visory" coach at San Jose State,
the Spartan squad of more than
50 gridders has been hard at
work in preparation for this
strenuous 13 game schedule.
Warner inherited what has been
termed the best material in San
Jose State's history. Nine of the
11 starters are two year veterans,
and all were members of last
year's team which won 11 out of
12 games and scored 322 points.

3
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STARTS

Arizona Has New
System, Coach
Tucson, Arizona, September 15—
Call the University or Arizona's
football prospect fair for 1939 if
you would take stride with Mike
Casteel, the Wildcats' new grid
coach. If you are the least bit
optimistic, say fair to good.
Arizona prospects are labelled
fair in view of the new coach, a
new system, and the fact that
the team will be powered prin
cipally by juniors and sophomores.
There are seven seniors on the
prospective squad list. All are
lettermen, but no more than four
can be counted on as first line
material. Twenty juniors provide a
dozen top hands. About half of
the sophomores can expect to de
velop this season, the others re
maining in the reserve class.
Speed and deception is expected
to play a large part in Casteel's
offensive teachings. The team will
use the huddle only on rare oc
casions. He has introduced a backfield shift which resembles a
dance medley step in action.

Mk.m

€al-liwanflni®
WAABT.
Sponsored by Miss Hill, Miss
Shaw, and Miss Bernard of the
Women's Athletic Department and
under the chairmanship of Violet
Graves, the W. A. A. is organ
izing bowling periods at the Stock
ton Bowling Alley.
All girls are invited to partici
pate, and further information may
be found on the bulletin board of
all living quarters. Games will be
twenty-one cents, and, if the activi
ty interest warrants, teams repre
senting the Senior and Junior Col
leges will be organized.

The Football ffews

CALIFORNIA
STOCKTON

All College Games
-. . . will be reported through
bur columns
.. Uhited
Press Service.

Direct From the Campus
.. .- , news and features of
every college team ,
Special correspondents."

Complete Statistics
. . . including comparative
schedules and scores. Con
ference • standings, leading
scorers, etc.

Pictures and Cartoons

Strong, husky leathers that will absorb a
world of punishment . . . yet so expertly
worked and finished that they are soft and
flexible to a remarkable degree. College
type lasts to match the sturdy leathers.

Br ZVS ft

McKEEGAN

fo r men _ for boys

111-317

EAST

MAIN STREET

- . . . Will be used

this -32'page
plete.

to make
tabloid com

h J f S N D M A I L TODAY
BYRON F. BOYD, EDITOR
THE FOOTBALL NEWS
2361 Westrid^e Ct.,
Ferndale, Detroit, Michigan.
Enclosed Is one dollar ($1.00) tor
which please send me The Football
News for 12 weeks;
— F"103"
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TENNIS RACKETS RESTRUNG
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MARDWARECo

,
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Stockton
4-4651

You're going to hear a lot about
this Varsity-Town original, because

Welcome
Back to
School

it's a perfect coat for either town

&
PAT'S
- MIRAGLIA

SIGNAL OIL PRODUCTS
Cars Called For
Sutter & Channel
And Delivered
Phone 2-9518

< th£tlh* <
of
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coat for rough cloths. Have you

CIV" L»

The

wide

throat

double stitching, the

latch,

inlaid,

flap patch

pockets, the plain back that is
smartly center vented. "Crimson"
• • . yours for smart distinction!

The Old Familiar
Tiger Service
at

>Vi,

or country wear ... a very smooth
ever seen smarter details? . . •

and

GEORGE
CAVIGLIA

40

but«

7111' Frosh wit);,

TENNIS RACKETS. All last
year's models reduced
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N ews paper
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games.
Working on new plays from ter are Les Dow, Chris pajf
single wing and spread formations, and Jerry Bentley, the Iatter
the Bengals have been showing veteran who may also see ,
speed and "oomph" in their early tensive tackle service.
But that competition is rite
drills. Although their timing is
still ragged, the Staggmen have the guard slots, with a q^
shown enough to convince ob of letterman, Tulloch, Irwin, p.,
servers that the Old Master s McGowan and Becker, leading,
"fiftieth special" stuff is going to brigade. Also in the thick ,
Carl Zumstein, Jere Tllson,
be among his best.
Dave Gay, the last two up ;t|
Lending potency to the clever
running attack are five triple Bakersfield J. C.
Jack Lyons looms as the tat)
threat rearbacks who are waging
a terrific battle for the first to play on the other side (.,
string job. They are Bobby Kientz, Vaughn, although he'll get a sq
senior Little All-America; Bill from Dean Gay (another Bat(
Thomas, the ex-St. Mary's "bicycle fieldian), Stub Johnson, forj
kid," Roy Cooper, senior will o' Sacramento J. C. star, Aron t>(
the wisp, "Butch" Lloyd, hard- pie, Dinuba J. C. product, J,
running veteran, and Phil Ritchie, Travaille, Bob Ijams, Darrell r\
9.7 sprinter who is little slower dron and Ed Denny.
With Bob Wilkinson unex^,
in a football suit.
edly lost, the ends constitute sQ|
Stagg may solve his running
what of a problem. Ten
back problem by occasionally
headed by veterans Eric Jacobi
shifting one or more of the above
and A1 Hedges, are in the runnj
to the wing position.
Most promising of the rest of f
Tho wingbbacks already operat crop are Willis Boyarsky, hi;
ing are Bob "Ajax" Adamina, the charging soph.; Vernon Schml
big punter-passer who looks like lanky, ex-Sacramento J. C.
an improved plunger this fall, and Dub Smallwood, 200-lb,
Dick Bentley, senior blocking ace, Frosh wlngman.
Clint Ward, transfer from San
Other ends to watch inclj
Mateo J. C., and Walt Fellers, Hal Knlveton, of basketball fan
squad veteran.
returning to grid action
In the offback or plunging role, four years; Gerald Linshcled
Tommy Olaeta, Doug Vieira and Compton J. C., Darrell Evj,
Emit Seifert—junior veterans — Dick Sales and Bob "Size ft
have been going great guns. The teen" Stark.
first two named have also been
Picking a starting line agaj
doing the majority of the signal South Dakota at this early
calling, while Seifert has shown would be sure guesswork, i
his versatility by playing rear will probably remain such ®
and wingback as well.
next Saturday at game-time.
Blocking duties at onback are
In the meanwhile, the "Flftii
being looked after by veterans Anniversary Boys" keep march!
John Domench and Dale Halbert with another double workout
with lively contention from Soph. tap for tomorrow. The order
Leo Johnson and Dwayne Mears, the next week promises to
transfer from Bakersfield J. C. "scrimmage and more scrimmag
Halbert, at present, may be the to toughen up the Tigers for
man to hold the fort until big opener at Sacramento, Si
Domench regains eligibility early
temher 23.
in October.
o————
A total of sixteen hacks are on
hand, and the early first-string
looks like Kientz, Adamina, Oiaeta
and Halbert. A second group,
Preliminary registration figrn
equally powerful, would include for the College of the Pacii
Thomas,
Bentley, Seifert
and reached a total of 380 studen
Vieira or possibly, Johnson.
according to a statement made
Up front, thirty-one linemen are Bob Burns, registrar, Tuesdays
battling for positions, of which ning.
only two look secure. Those are
The dates of registering m
center, where "Joe Babe" Mc- later this year than those of I
Williams holds sway, and right fall '38 semester. Many more t
tackle, Stan Vaughn's job.
istrations are expected by ths I
Backing up McWilliams at cen- ' of next week,

YORK ARCHERY EQUIPMENT

• "ALL

safe I

With one week of practice behind them and one BJ
week before the season debut against South Dak
Amos Alonzo Stagg's Golden Tigers—forty-seven Btr
are beginning to look like a hall club, capable of
justice to the 1939 "suicide" schedule of t.„,1

Fifty-Man Turnout Forecasts
Good Season For New Coach

Knoles Field Will Be
West Of Baxter
Stadium
Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg made
possible the increase of Pacific's
limited athletic facilities when he
donated the sum of $3000 to be
used in converting a twenty-one
acre tract directly west of Baxter
Stadium into a football-baseball
field.
Until such time as the college
can complete the arrangement, the
plot, 655 by 1300 feet, will be used
as a parking area. This space
will accommodate approximately
3000 automobiles.
Following Coach Stagg's stipula
tion, the acreage will bear the
name Knoles Field, in honor of the
College president. It is expected
to fill an ever-increasing need for
tennis courts, practice football and
baseball fields.
Comptroller Ritter, who made
the announcement, also pointed
out that the lighting system in the
Stadium will be improved with the
addition of 30 additional reflectors.
This will amount to an increase of
50 per cent over the old number,
giving Pacific the best lighted foot
ball field on the West Coast, one
of 90,000 watts.
The new lights will be added to
the present towers, and several
new towers will be erected for the
parking lot. The lamps will defi
nitely be ready for the PacificSan Jose State game October 20,
the occasion of the Stagg-Warner
duel.
Ritter pointed out that the
Smith estate was offering the
property for sale when Coach
Stagg gave his gift, and empha
sized that the need of additional
dormitories and a gymnasium was
becoming acute.

For 1939 Golden Team

Dashiell Opens
Jaysee Practice

Stagg Gives
Pacific
$3000

;5">

Forty-Seven Candidates

BUFORD BUSH, Editor

He's a Grand Old Stagg,
Though we don't like to brag,
And his worth we will prove to
you soon.
He's the idol of the team we Ibve
That fights for the Orange and
Black. Rah! Rah! Rah!
We will stick to him tho' we lose
or we win,
And our faith in him can't lag.
Though other coaches be forgot,
Take your hat off to Grand Old
Stagg.
o

field for the Grand Old Man—the
Tiger that also turns into a golden
tornado of traveling with a season
wlndup of 12 games and approxi

Tiger Coaches Welcome

ihttgal Sports ptije

Stagg-Song
S To Be Used
N
A At Pacific
R

By 111!FORI) BUSH
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DROP IN AND GET
YOUR FREE COPY
OF VARSITY-TOWN'S
'LITTLE BLUE BOOK'
. • . HAS ALL FOOTB A L L SCHEDULES
AND IS A HANDY
REMINDER!

$29.50-$35 . .
$5.00 to $8.50

Smart

Contrasting

Slacks

THRELFALL BROTHERS
Stockton's Store for Young Men
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